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Show: single-type semantics (see Liefke and Werning, 2018) provides an adequate
compositional semantics for depiction reports

1. Depiction Reports

Depiction reports (DRs): reports whose complements can be used to describe the
content of pictures or mental images (see Zimmermann, 2016; Forbes, 2006: Ch. 7):

(1) Paul is painting [dpa penguin] (⌘ Paul is pictorially representing a penguin)

(2) Uli is imagining [dpa unicorn] (⌘ Uli is mentally depicting a unicorn)

DRs have as their matrix verbs

(a) depiction verbs in the proper sense: paint, draw, portray, sculpt, . . .

(b) depiction verbs in the extended sense: imagine, plan, conceive, visualize, . . .

The challenge from DRs: all existing semantics (esp. Zimmermann, 1993, 2016;
Moltmann, 1997) fail to account for some of the ↵. properties of depiction reports:

1.1. Property (i): missing readings. DRs with a strong quantificational ob-
ject DP only have a de re-reading. For such reports, the de dicto-reading is intuitively
unavailable (see Zimmermann, 1993: 160–161):

(3) Paul is painting [dpevery penguin]

a. de re: For each penguin that exists in a given domain, Paul is painting it

b. de dicto: N/A

Contrast: DRs with an indefinite object DP have a de dicto-reading:

(4) Paul is painting [dpa penguin]

a. de re: There exists a particular penguin that Paul is painting

b. de dicto: Paul is painting some (not necessarily existing) penguin

1.2. Property (ii): no inferences to a common objective. Intuitively, de
dicto-readings of DRs allow existential quantification over their object DP:

(5) a. Uli is imagining [dpa unicorn]

) b. There is [dpsomething] that Uli is imagining

Intuitively, de dicto-readings of DRs also allow inferences that are based on the up-
ward monotonicity of their complement:

(6) a. Uli is imagining [dpa unicorn]

b. All unicorns are animals

) c. Uli is imagining [dpan animal]

1Thanks to Ede Zimmermann for consulting us on several issues regarding property-based semantics.
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!! Despite the above, de dicto-readings of DRs intuitively do not allow inferences to
a common objective (e.g. (7); see Zimmermann, 2006):

(7) a. Uli is imagining [dpa unicorn]

b. Ede is imagining [dpa gri�n]

6)6)6) c. There is [dpsomething] that Uli and Ede are imagining
(⌘ Uli and Ede are imagining the same thing)

Reason why (7) may be predicted to be valid:

– (7a) ) (8a) and (7b) ) (8b) are intuitively valid (cf. (6))
– (8a)–(8b) ) (9) is valid
– (9) ) (7c) seems to be valid on the basis of (5)

(8) a. Uli is imagining [dpsomething]

b. Ede is imagining [dpsomething]

(9) Uli is imagining [dpsomething] and Ede is imagining [dpsomething]

1.3. Property (iii): DP/CP interaction. Depiction verbs license DP and
(certain kinds of) CP complements and witness the semantic interaction of DPs and
CPs in their complements (see Liefke and Werning, 2018; Liefke, 2019):

(10) a. Uli is imagining [cpthat a unicorn is basking in the sun]

) b. Uli is imagining [dpa unicorn]

(11) Uli is imagining [[dpa unicorn] and [cpthat it is basking in the sun]]

2. Existing Semantics and Their Challenges

Two kinds of semantics of depiction reports:

Montague-style semantics (MS) interprets the DP complements in DRs as inten-
sional generalized quantifiers (type hs, hhs, he, tii, tii) (see Moltmann, 1997; cf. Mon-
tague, 1970: 394↵.):

(12) MSJpaint-dpKi = �Qhs,hhs,he,tii,tii
�z

e [paint0 (i,Q, z)]

(13) a. MSJ(1)Kide dicto ⌘ MSJPaul is painting [dpa penguin]Kide dicto

= paint0 (i,�js�P hs,he,tii9xe
.penguin (j, x) ^ P (j, x)| {z }

an intensional generalized quantifier

, paul)

b. MSJ(1)Kide re ⌘ MSJ[a penguin] [�1 [Paul is painting t1]]Ki
= (9x)[penguin (i, x) ^ paint0 (i,�j�P.P (j, x)| {z }

an intensional generalized quantifier

, paul)]

Property-based semantics (PS) interprets the DP complements in DRs as proper-
ties of individuals (type hs, he, tii) (see Zimmermann, 1993, 2016; cf. Van Geenhoven
and McNally, 2005; Schwarz, 2006; Deal, 2008):
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(14) PSJpaint-dpKioriginal = �P
hs,he,tii

�z [paint0(i, P, z)] (Zimmermann, 1993)

(15) PSJpaint-dpKi = �Q�z [paint (i,BE (Q), z)] (de Swart, 2000)
⌘ �Q�z [paint (i,�j�x [Q (j,�k�y. y = x)], z)],

where BE := �Q�j�x [Q(i,�k�y. y = x)] is an intensional version of the type-shifter
from (Partee, 1987)

(16) a. PSJPaul is painting [dpa penguin]Kide dicto = paint (i, penguin| {z }
a property

, paul)

b. PSJ[a penguin] [�1 [Paul is painting t1]]Ki
= (9x)[penguin (i, x) ^ paint (i,�j�y.y = x| {z }

a property

, paul)]

The problem: neither MS nor PS accounts for all of Properties (i)–(iii):

Property (i) Property (ii) Property (iii)

MS

PS

N.B.: (Zimmermann, 2006) captures Properties (i)–(ii), but faces other challenges

2.1. Challenge (i): missing readings.

MS treats strong quantificational objects in DRs analogously to indefinite DPs
MS wrongly predicts the availability of the de dicto-reading of (3):

(17) a. MSJ(3)Kide dicto ⌘ MSJPaul is painting [dpevery penguin]Kide dicto ( )
= paint0 (i,�j�P 8x.penguin (j, x) ! P (j, x), paul)

b. MSJ(3)Kide re ⌘ MSJ[every penguin] [�1 [Paul is painting t1]]Ki ( )
= (8x)[penguin (i, x) ! paint0 (i,�j�P.P (j, x), paul)]

According to PS, paint presupposes that the denotation of its object DP is the corres-
pondent of an existential quantifier (form: �j�P (9x)[B (j, x)^P (j, x)], where B is a
non-logical property-type constant) (see Zimmermann, 1993)

paint is undefined for the designators of properties that are not the correspondent
of an existential quantifier:

(18) a. PSJPaul is painting [dpevery penguin]Kide dicto ( )

= paint (i,�j�y8x. penguin(j, x) ! y = x| {z }
NOT the property-correspondent of an existential quantifier

, paul) ( undefined)

b. PSJ[every penguin] [�1 [Paul is painting t1]]Ki ( )

= (8x)[penguin (i, x) ! paint (i,�j�y.y = x| {z }
the property-correspondent of �j�P (9x)[P (j, x)]

, paul)] ( defined)
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2.2. Challenge (ii): no inferences to a common objective.

Part 1: upward monotonicity inferences. To validate (6), Zimmermann (2006)
assumes a condition, (M"-a), on admissible models. In this condition, ‘P v Q’ := (8j)
(8x)[P (j, x) ! Q(j, x)]; 9P and 9Q are existential quantifiers restricted by P resp.Q:

(M") a. (8P )(8Q)(8z)[P v Q ! (imagine0(i, 9P , z) ! imagine0(i, 9Q, z))] (MS)

b. (8P )(8Q)(8z)[P v Q ! (imagine (i, P, z) ! imagine (i, Q, z))] (PS)

The greater generality of ‘animal’ w.r.t. ‘unicorn’ then supports the inference in (6):

(19) a. MSJ(6a)Kide dicto ⌘ MSJUli is imagining [dpa unicorn]Ki
= imagine0 (i,�j�P 9x.unicorn(j, x) ^ P (j, x), uli)

b. unicorn v animal

) c. MSJ(6c)Kide dicto ⌘ MSJUli is imagining [dpan animal]Ki (by (M"-a))
= imagine0 (i,�j�P 9x.animal (j, x) ^ P (j, x), uli)

(20) a. PSJ(6a)Kide dicto = imagine (i, unicorn, uli)

b. unicorn v animal

) c. PSJ(6c)Kide dicto = imagine (i, animal, uli) (by (M"-b))

Part 2: existential generalization. To validate (5), Zimmermann assumes that
something is ambiguous between a lower-order (lo) and a higher-order (ho) reading:

(21) a. JsomethingloK = �j�P
hs,he,tii(9xe)[P (j, x)]

b. JsomethinghoK = �j�⇧hs,hhs,hhs,he,tii,tii,tii(9Qhs,hhs,he,tii,tii)[⇧(j,Q)]

(21b) enables the compositional interpretation of (5b) as (22b) (in MS) resp. as
(23b) (PS). This interpretation works on a higher-order de dicto-reading of (5b),
where T1 is a trace over intensional quantifiers

The existence of a witness for the quantifier (9Q) resp. (9P ) then validates the
existential generalization, (9+), in (5), as desired:

(22) a. MSJ(5a)Kide dicto ⌘ MSJUli is imagining [dpa unicorn]Ki
= imagine0 (i,�j�P 9x.unicorn(j, x) ^ P (j, x), uli)

) b. MSJ(5b)Kide dicto ⌘ MSJ[somethingho] [�1 [Uli is imagining T1]]Ki
= (9Q)[imagine (i,Q, uli)] (by (9+))

(23) a. PSJ(5a)Kide dicto = imagine (i, unicorn, uli)

) b. PSJ(5b)Kide dicto = (9P )[imagine (i, P, uli)] (by (9+))

Part 3: no inferences to a common objective. The problem: Given the upward
monotonicity and the existential generalizability of depiction complements, MS and
PS validate the counterintuitive inference in (7)

Reason: MS and PS interpret something in (8a) and (8b) as the unique most ge-
neral abstract object: �j�P (9x)[P (j, x)] (MS) resp. �j�y (9x)[y = x] (PS)
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MS and PS assign the same interpretation to the two occ’s of something2 (9) :

(9) Uli is imagining [dpsomething] and Ede is imagining [dpsomething]

This interpretation then serves as a witness for the conclusion in (7c):

(24) a. MSJ(7a)Kide dicto ⌘ MSJUli is imagining [dpa unicorn]Ki
= imagine0(i,�j�P 9x. unicorn(j, x) ^ P (j, x), uli)
))) imagine0(i,�j�P 9x.P (j, x), uli) (by (M"))

b. MSJ(7b)Kide dicto ⌘ MSJEde is imagining [dpa gri�n]Ki
= imagine0(i,�j�P 9x. gri�n(j, x) ^ P (j, x), ede)
))) imagine0(i,�j�P 9x.P (j, x), ede) (by (M"))

) imagine0(i,�j�P 9x.P (j, x), uli)^
imagine0(i,�j�P 9x.P (j, x), ede) (by (^+))

))) c. (9Q)[imagine0(i,Q, uli) ^ imagine0(i,Q, ede)] (by (9+))
⌘ MSJ(7c)Kide dicto ⌘ MSJ[something] [�1 [Uli is imagining T1

and Ede is imagining T1]]Ki

(25) a. PSJ(7a)Kide dicto = imagine (i, unicorn, uli)
⌘ imaginei (i,�j�y9x. unicorn (j, x) ^ y = x, uli)
))) imaginei (i,�j�y9x. y = x, uli) (by (M"))

b. PSJ(7b)Kide dicto = imagine (i, gri�n, ede)
⌘ imaginei (i,�j�y9x. gri�n (j, x) ^ y = x, ede)
))) imaginei (i,�j�y9x. y = x, ede) (by (M"))

) imaginei (i,�j�y9x. y = x, uli)^
imaginei (i,�j�y9x. y = x, ede) (by (^+))

))) c. (9P )[imaginei (i, P, uli) ^ imaginei (i, P, ede)] (by (9+))
⌘ PSJ(7c)Kide dicto ⌘ MSJ[something] [�1 [Uli is imagining T1

and Ede is imagining T1]]Ki
Ingredients of the (seeming) dilemma:

¨ MS/PS allows the application of (M")
≠ MS/PS assumes a unique most general abstract object

MS/PS allows existential generalization over identical elements in con-
juncts (9+)

Our solution (preview):

‘situate’ depiction complements in relation to the depiction event!

there is no unique most general abstract object that serves as the witness for
something in (7c)

this amounts to dropping assumption ≠
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2.3. Challenge (iii): DP/CP interaction.

The problem for PS: PS cannot be generalized to DRs with CP complements

Reason: if we interpret CP complements as properties, we do not yield a unique
interpretation for CPs with multiple non-specific indefinites

E.g.: this strategy interprets the doubly non-specific reading of (27) as (27a) and/or
(27b):

(26) Uli is imagining [cpthat [dpa girl] is riding [dpa unicorn]]

(27) a. imagine (i,�j�x.unicorn (j, x) ^ (9y)[girl (j, y) ^ ride (j, x, y)], uli)

b. imagine (i,�j�y.girl (j, y) ^ (9x)[unicorn (j, x) ^ ride (j, x, y)], uli)

A seeming way out (cf. Schwarz, 2006; Deal, 2008): interpret clausal depiction
complements instead as (type-hs, ti) propositions

Problem: the di↵erent-type interpretation of DP and CP complements disables
an easy (i.e. type-shift-free) modelling of DP/CP entailments like (10) & of DP/
CP coordinations like (11):

(10) a. Uli is imagining [cpthat a unicorn is basking in the sun]

) b. Uli is imagining [dpa unicorn]

(11) Uli is imagining [[dpa unicorn] and [cpthat it is basking in the sun]]

Advantages of MS: MS assigns a unique interpretation to CPs like (26):

(28) J(26)Kidicto = imagine0 (i,�P 9x. unicorn(j, x)^ (9y. girlj(y)^ride(j, y, x)), uli)

Problem: MS still interprets DPs and CPs in di↵erent types (see above)

3. Our Solution: situated single-type semantics

Situated single-type semantics (sSTS): a compositional semantics for natural
language that interprets CPs and referential DPs in the same semantic type, i.e. as
parametrized sets of situations, type hs, hs, tii (see Liefke and Werning, 2018)

3.1. Support for sSTS. 1. Methodological: sSTS identifies requirements on
minimal semantic type systems

2. Empirical: sSTS improves upon the explanatory/predictive power of standard
‘dual-type’ semantics (‘DTS’; i.e. semantics with basic types e, t; e.g. MS and PS):

2.i. The uniformity argument: sSTS provides a simple, uniform account of
the distributional similarities between DPs and CPs

Constructions with DP/CP-neutral objects and subjects:

(29) a. Pat remembers/imagines/fears/respects [dpBill]

b. Pat remembers/imagines/fears/respects [cpthat Bill is waiting for
her]
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(30) a. [dpBill] sucks/is weird/scares Pat/destroyed his friendship w. Bob

b. [cpThat Bill is obsessed with Pat] sucks/is weird/scares Pat/de-
stroyed his friendship with Bob

DP/CP-aligning constructions (incl. DP/CP coordinations, CP equatives,
DP/CP specifications, and proposition anaphora):

(31) Pat remembers/imagines/fears/respects [[dpBill] and [cpthat he is
waiting for her]]

(32) [[dpToday’s weather] and [cpthat it does not seem to improve]]
suck/are weird/frighten Pat

(33) [dpThe problem] was [cpthat Pat did not like Bill]

(34) Mary noticed [dpthe problem], viz. [cpPat’s dislike of Bill]

(35) Mary believes [cpthat Bill adores Pat]i. John is certain of [proit]i

2.ii. The assertoricity argument: sSTS explains the truth-evaluability of DP
fragments (= free-standing referential DPs that are used to express a con-
textually salient proposition about the DPs’ type-e referent) (cf. Stainton,
2006; Merchant, 2010; Progovac, 2013):

(36) Paul and Mary are on a wildlife tour through New Zealand. After ly-
ing in wait at Munro Beach for some time, Paul points at a rustling
bush and whispers (a):

a. [dpA penguin]
c⌘ b. [dpA penguin] is approaching (from over there)

In the communicative context from (36), the utterance of (36a) is intu-
itively true if (36b) is true, and false if (36b) is false

In this context, (36a) makes the same conversational contribution as (36b)

2.iii. The entailment argument: sSTS explains the ability of embedded ref’l
DPs to enter into semantic inclusion relations with their containing CPs:

(37) a. Pat remembered [cpthat [dpBill] was waiting for her]

) b. Pat remembered [dpBill]

(38) a. Pat remembered [[dpBill] and [cpthat [dpBill] was waiting for her]]

⌘ b. Pat remembered [cpthat [dpBill] was waiting for her]

Support for the relation in (37): (37) passes the usual entailment tests:

(39)  Pat remembered [cpthat [dpBill] was waiting for her], but did not
remember [dpBill] (non-cancellability of entailments)

(40) #Pat remembered [cpthat [dpBill] was waiting for her], specifically,
she remembered [dpBill] (non-reinforceability of entailments)
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3.2. Basic situated single-type semantics.

Core assumption: sSTS interprets CPs and referential DPs in the type hs, hs, tii,
i.e. as functions from contextually specified situations to situated propositions:

situations: informationally incomplete spatio-temporal parts of possible wrlds
(see Kratzer, 2002) that

• are anchored in a (contextually specified) hworld, time, locationi-triple
• contain the contextually salient information about this triple

contextually specified situations: situations that serve as evaluation situ-
ations (hereafter, ‘�0’) and that determine the values of sSTS-denotations

(�0-)situated proposition (= the situated interpretation of a DP/CP):

a set of situations, �j [�0 v j], that extend (the location/information of) the
evaluation situation �0; the value of an sSTS-denotation at �0

!! Every situation j extends the ‘empty’ situation, † (unique minimum), and
is extended by a world w (local maximum), s.t. † v j v w

sSTS of referential DPs: below, E is a situation-relative existence predicate:

(41) Ja penguinK�0 = �j [�0 v j ^ (9x.E (j, x) ^ penguin (j, x))]
⌘ �j [�0 v j ^ (9x.penguin (j, x))| {z }

extensions of �0 that are inhabited by a penguin

]

sSTS of CPs:

(42) JA penguin is approachingK�0

= �j [�0 v j ^ (9x.penguin (j, x) ^ approach(j, x))]

At �0, the sSTS interpretation of a referential DP is a superset of the sSTS
interpretation of each upward-entailing CP containing this DP

The obtaining of semantic relations between CPs and referential DPs is a conse-
quence of this observation

Example interpretation in sSTS: Ja penguinK�0

Assume a universe consisting of:

• five situations: †, �0, �1, �2, �3

• one individual: p (for Pingo)

� Pp := ‘Pingo is a penguin’ � Sp := ‘Pingo is wearing a knitted sweater’
� Ap := ‘Pingo is approaching’

(43) Ja penguinK�0 = �j [�0 v j ^ penguin (j, p)]
⌘ �j [�0 v j ^ (approach (j, p) ^ wear-sweater (j, p))| {z }

information from �0

^ penguin (j, p)| {z }
information update

]

⌘ �j [j = �3]
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�0 �1 �2 �3| {z }
JThe KSK(�0),
JThe KS arrivesK(�0)

Sp

Ap

Pp

Ap

Pp Sp

Ap

Pp

Figure 1. The �0-interpretations of (56a) and (56b).

Then, since �3 is the only situation in which Barbara is the keynote speaker
and in which she has all of the properties which she has in �0, the application
of the single-type interpretation of (56a) to �0 yields the singleton {�3} (under-
braced in Fig. 1).

The situated interpretation of the CP (56b) at �0 is given in [6] (cf. [3]):

{� | �0 v � & Barbara is the KS in � & arrives in �}[6]

= {� | Barbara wears a red sweater in �,

Barbara is the KS in � & Barbara arrives in �}
= {�3}

Note that Barbara already has the property of arriving in �0, such that the utte-
rance-in-�0 of (56b) only updates the information from �0 with the information
that Barbara is the keynote speaker. Since this is exactly the information that is
encoded in the sentence’s DP subject (56a), the relevant utterance of (56b) e�ects
the same update on �0 as the utterance of (56a). As a result, (56b) and (56a) have
the same situated interpretation at �0, i.e. JThe KS arrivesK(�0) = Jthe KSK(�0).

4.3. DP- and CP-Evaluations. Our previous considerations have assumed
that CPs and DP fragments can be true or false in situated single-type semantics.
However, since these expressions do not have their usual type in this semantics
(i.e. they are interpreted in the type hs, hs, tii, rather than in the standard type of
CPs, hs, ti), we cannot identify their truth-value at a world with the value of their
interpretation at this world.

To evaluate the truth or falsity of a CP or DP p which is interpreted at a con-
textually specified situation � in situated single-type semantics, we check whe-
ther the world-part of evaluation w is a member of the interpretation-at-� of p
(i.e. whether w 2 JpK(�)). The truth-conditions for CPs and DP fragments in
situated single-type semantics are given below:

Definition 1 (Truth at a world-part). In situated single-type semantics, a CP or
DP p which is interpreted at a situation � is true at a contextually given world-
part (or at the referential anchor, or ‘actual’ world-part) w if w 2 JpK(�). The
CP or DP p is false at w if w /2 JpK(�).

As a result of Definition 1 and of the interpretation of CPs and DPs from Sec-
tion 4.2, situated single-type semantics assigns the value ‘false’ to all CPs whose
subject DPs do not have a referent in the world of evaluation. This is due to the
identification of the situated interpretations of such CPs with the empty set (see
Sect. 4.2.1), and to the non-membership of any world or world-part in this set.
As a result of the above, the two sentences in (61) are both false, although one

Ja penguinK�0

⌘ Ja penguin is approachingK�0

Figure 1. The �0-interpretations of (36a) and (36b).

(44) Ja penguinK�0 = �j [�0 v j ^ penguin (j, p)]
⌘ �j [�0 v j ^ (approach (j, p) ^ wear-sweater (j, p))| {z }

information from �0

^ penguin (j, p)| {z }
information update

]

⌘ �j [j = �3]

3.3. Single-type semantics for attitudinal embeddings. Important: sSTS
interprets attitude complements as (type-s) situations, which serve as the intentional
object of the attitudinal event (below: a remembering event; later: depiction events)

• these situations are identified by a choice function f : hs, ti ! s

• f selects a member of the complement’s situated (type-hs, ti) interpretation
at some contextually specified situation �1 (called the initializing situation)

• �1 depends on the particular remembering event and is constrained by the
restriction of remembering to past situations in the world, w�0 , extending �0

• this constraint is captured by an accessibility relation, R: ‘R(e, �1)’ expresses
that �1 is accessible from (i.e. provides a suitable initializing situation for) e

for e a remembering event, the selected situation is the situation/event that
the agent remembers in e

sSTS of embeddings of referential DPs:

(45) JPaul remembers [dpa penguin]K�0

= �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1) ^ remember (j, e, fe(Ja penguinK�1)| {z }, paul))

⇤

⌘ �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1)^

remember (j, e, fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.penguin (k, x)))| {z }
a situation that is inhabited by a penguin

, paul))
⇤

sSTS of embeddings of CPs:

(46) JPaul remembers [cpthat a penguin was approaching]K�0

= �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1)^

remember (j, e, fe(Ja penguin was approachingK�1), paul))
⇤

⌘ �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1) ^ remember (j, e,

fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.penguin (k, x) ^ approach (k, x))), paul))
⇤
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4. Capturing the Semantic Properties of Depiction Reports

(45) and (46) suggest that depiction verbs have sSTS interpretations like (47):

(47) JimagineK�0 = �G
hs,hs,tii

| {z }
sSTS-interpretation of the complement

�z�j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1)^

imagine (j, e, fe(G(�1)), z))
⇤

This interpretation enables the compositional interpretation of (2) in (48):

(48) J(2)K�0 ⌘ JUli is imagining [dpa unicorn]K�0 ⌘ JimagineK�0
�
Ja unicornK, JUliK

�

= �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1)^

imagine (j, e, fe(�k.�1 v k ^ (9x.penguin (k, x)))| {z }, uli))
⇤

4.1. Capturing Property (iii): DP/CP interaction. sSTS provides a uni-
que interpretation of clausal depiction complements with multiple indefinites:

(49) J(26)K�0 ⌘ JUli is imagining [cpthat [dpa girl] is riding [dpa unicorn]]K�0

= �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1) ^ imagine (j, e, fe(�k. �1 v k ^

(9x.unicorn (j, x) ^ (9y. girl (j, y) ^ ride (j, x, y)))), uli))
⇤

Capturing entailments. In sSTS, the partial ordering on situations, v, identifies
semantic inclusion relations between DP and CP complements

This identification assumes that f preserves the semantic inclusion relation of its
arguments (see (50c)) (10) is valid:

(50) a. J(10a)K�0 ⌘ JUli is imagining [cpthat a unicorn is basking in the sun]K�0

= �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1) ^ imagine (j, e,

fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.unicorn (k, x) ^ bask (k, x)))fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.unicorn (k, x) ^ bask (k, x)))fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.unicorn (k, x) ^ bask (k, x))), uli))
⇤

b. (8k)(8x)[(unicorn (k, x) ^ bask (k, x)) ! unicorn (k, x)]

c. (8p)(8q)[(8j. p(j) ! q(j)) ! (8e.fe(p) v fe(q))] (v)

d. (8j)(8�)(8z)(8e)[imagine (j, e, �, z) !
(8�0

. �
0 v � ! imagine (j, e, �, z))] (M")

) e. J(10b)K�0 ⌘ JUli is imagining [dpa unicorn]K�0

= �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1) ^ imagine (j, e,

fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.unicorn (k, x)))fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.unicorn (k, x)))fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.unicorn (k, x))), uli))
⇤

Capturing DP/CP coordination. The same-type interpretation of CPs and ref’l
DPs in sSTS provides an easy semantics for the coordinated complement in (11):

(51) J(11)K�0 = JUli is imagining [[a unicorn]i and [that iti is basking in the sun]]K�0

⌘ JUli is imagining [[dpa unicorn] [�1 [t1 and [cpthat t1 is basking . . .]]]K�0

= �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1) ^ imagine (j, e,

fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.unicorn (k, x) ^ bask (k, x)))fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.unicorn (k, x) ^ bask (k, x)))fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.unicorn (k, x) ^ bask (k, x))), uli))
⇤

= JUli is imagining [cpthat [dpa unicorn] is basking in the sun]K�0
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N.B.: Since they still interpret unembedded DPs & CPs in di↵erent types, even se-
mantics that give a (type-)uniform treatment of embedded DPs and CPs (e.g.
Stephenson, 2010) cannot give an easy semantics for constructions like (11)

To interpret such constructions, these accounts need to resort to non-standard
semantics for conjunction, like (52):

(52) MSJdp-and-cpK = �p
hs,ti

�Qhs,hhs,he,tii,tii
| {z }

di↵erent-type inputs

�j�P [Q(j, P ) ^ p(j)]

sSTS gets by with the standard, generalized semantics for conjunction (in (53)):

(53) Jdp-and-cpK = �H
hs,hs,tii

�G
hs,hs,tii

| {z }
same-type inputs

�j�k [G(j, k) ^ H (j, k)]

4.2. Capturing Property (ii): no inferences to a common objective.

Recall: sSTS interprets embedded DPs and CPs relative to an initializing situation �1

sSTS blocks the generalization of the intentional object fe(�k.�1 v k . . .) to a
unique common object (in the extreme case, †)

Part 1: existential generalization. Like MS/PS, sSTS assumes that depiction
verbs allow existential quantification over their object DP:

(54) a. J(5a)K�0 ⌘ JUli is imagining [dpa unicorn]K�0

= �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1) ^ imagine (j, e,

fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.unicorn (k, x))), uli))
⇤

) b. J(5b)K�0 ⌘ MSJThere is [dpsomething] that Uli is imaginingK�0

= �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�. imagine (j, e, �, uli))

⇤

Part 2: upward monotonicity. Like MS/PS, sSTS captures the upward mono-
tonicity of imagine as a condition on admissible models (see already (50d)):

(M"-c) (8j)(8�)(8z)(8e)[imagine (j, e, �, z) ! (8�0
. �

0 v � ! imagine (j, e, �, z))]

(M"-c) allows sSTS to capture the inference in (6):

(55) a. J(6a)K�0 ⌘ JUli is imagining [dpa unicorn]K�0

= �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1) ^ imagine (j, e,

fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.unicorn (k, x)))fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.unicorn (k, x)))fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.unicorn (k, x))), uli))
⇤

b. (8k)(8x)[unicorn (k, x) ! animal (k, x)] (see (6b))

c. (v) : (8p)(8q)[(8j. p(j) ! q(j)) ! (8e.fe(p) v fe(q))]

d. (M"-c) : (8j)(8�)(8z)(8e)[imagine (j, e, �, z) !
(8�0

. �
0 v � ! imagine (j, e, �, z))]

) e. J(6c)K�0 ⌘ JUli is imagining [dpan animal]K�0

= �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1) ^ imagine (j, e,

fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.animal (k, x)))fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.animal (k, x)))fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.animal (k, x))), uli))
⇤
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——————————————————————————————

local maximum w1

v

lower bound
�1

unique minimum †

Figure 2. The limit on the upward monotonicity of depiction complements.

N.B.: (55) restricts the domain of fe to extensions of �1 and, hence, blocks the
generalization of fe(�k.�1 v k . . .) to the unique minimum

�1 serves as a lower bound for the semantic complement of imagine (see Fig. 2)

this bound blocks inferences to a common objective

Reason: Uli and Ede are the agents of di↵erent imagining events in �0; di↵erent
events (typically) give rise to di↵erent initializing situations (i.e. �1 and �2)

(56) a. J(7a)K�0 ⌘ JUli is imagining [dpa unicorn]K�0

= �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1) ^ imagine (j, e,

fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.unicorn (k, x)))fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.unicorn (k, x)))fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.unicorn (k, x))), uli))
⇤

))) �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1)^

imagine (j, e, fe(�k. �1 v k))fe(�k. �1 v k))fe(�k. �1 v k)), uli))
⇤

(by (M"))

b. J(7b)K�0 ⌘ JEde is imagining [dpa gri�n]K�0

= �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e09�2. R(e0, �2) ^ imagine (j, e0,

fe0(�k. �2 v k ^ (9x.gri�n (k, x)))fe0(�k. �2 v k ^ (9x.gri�n (k, x)))fe0(�k. �2 v k ^ (9x.gri�n (k, x))), ede))
⇤

))) �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e09�2. R(e0, �2)^

imagine (j, e0, fe0(�k. �2 v k))fe0(�k. �2 v k))fe0(�k. �2 v k)), ede))
⇤

(by (M"))

) �j
⇥
�0 v j ^

�
(9e9�1. R(e, �1) ^ imagine (j, e, fe(�k. �1 v k))fe(�k. �1 v k))fe(�k. �1 v k)), uli)^
(9e09�2. R(e0, �2) ^ imagine (j, e0, fe0(�k. �2 v k))fe0(�k. �2 v k))fe0(�k. �2 v k)), ede)

�⇤

6)6)6) c. �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9�)[(9e. imagine (j, e, �, uli))^

(9e0. imagine (j, e0, �, ede))]
⇤

(by (9+))
= J(7c)K�0

⌘ JThere is [dpsomething] that Uli and Ede are imaginingK�0

The non-validity of (7) in sSTS is graphically represented in Figure 3:
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local maximum w1 w2 local maximum

v

lower bound
�1 �2

unique minimum †
Figure 3. Blocking the inference to a common objective.

4.3. Capturing Property (i): missing readings.

De dicto- and de re-truth-conditions in sSTS. Note: sSTS leaves the (de dicto
or de re) truth-conditions of depiction reports underspecified

(1) has a unique sSTS interpretation (in (57)):

(57) JPaul is painting [dpa penguin]K�0

= �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1)^

paint (j, e, fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.penguin (k, x))), paul))
⇤

(57) is supported by • scenarios in which there is a particular real-world penguin
whom Paul is painting (de re)

• scenarios in which Paul is painting some penguin (de dicto)

!! To distinguish b/w de re- and de dicto-truth-conditions, we consider 2 properties:

¨ the membership [non-membership] of the intentional object fe(J. . .K�1) in the
set of extensions of �0

this captures the (referential) transparency [or opacity] of the DP:

(58) a. transparent : fe(Ja penguinK�1 2 �j [�0 v j ^ paint(j, paul)]

b. opaque: fe(Ja penguinK�1 /2 �j [�0 v j ^ paint(j, paul)]

≠ the obtaining [non-obtaining] of an acquaintance relation between the de-
picting agent and the depicted object

this captures the specificity [non-specificity] of the DP’s interpretation

(59) a. specific: R specifies an acquaintance relation b/w Paul and the
individual witness of ‘9x.penguin(k, x)’

b. non-specific: R does not specify an acquaintance relation between
Paul and the individual witness of ‘9x.penguin(k, x)’
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Motivation for ¨: consider a situation, �0, in which Paul is painting one of the
penguins that he spotted during his wildlife tour through New Zealand. He even has a
photo of this particular penguin: it is the curious specimen that was approaching him
(see (36)) and that did not mind being photographed. Since Paul’s trip is, by now,
some time ago (i.e. the ‘penguin spotting’-situation lies before �0) and since Paul is
painting in his studio in Amsterdam (i.e. the locations of �0 and �1 do not overlap), the
intentional object of his painting, fe(Ja penguinK�1), is arguably not located in �0.
However, since �0 and fe(Ja penguinK�1) are both parts of the actual world w0, fe
(Ja penguinK�1) is still included in the set of extensions of �0 in which Paul is painting.

(58a) holds of this situation

a penguin in (1) allows substitution of by an extensionally equivalent DP:

(60) a. Paul is painting [dpa penguin]

b. In the actual world, all penguins are Antarctic flightless birds

) c. Paul is painting [dpan Antarctic flightless bird]

A contrast situation: Paul had ventured to paint a unicorn: since there are no
unicorns in the actual world, the situation �1 must be part of a di↵erent world.

the truth-conditions of (61a) are specified by an analogue of (58b)

a unicorn does not allow substitution of by an extensionally equivalent DP:

(61) a. Paul is painting [dpa unicorn]

b. In the actual world, all unicorns are gri�ns

6) c. Paul is painting [dpa gri�n]

Motivation for ≠: consider again the situation in which Paul is painting the curious
penguin that he spotted during his wildlife tour through New Zealand. This story
proves that Paul stands an in acquaintance relation to this penguin: this relation is
captured by the description ‘the curious penguin that approached Paul during his visit
to Munro Beach’ or ‘the only penguin of whom Paul took a solo portrait photo’. Since
this description has an e↵ect on the choice of the initializing situation �1, we assume
that this description is included in the function �j (9e)[R(e, j) ^ paint (�0, e, paul)]
that is associated with the accessibility relation R.

any situation in the range of this function will contain a unique individual that
satisfies this description

The existence of such individual supports the equivalence of (62a) with (62b):

(62) a. �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1)^

paint (j, e, fe(�k. �1 v k ^ (9x.penguin (k, x)9x.penguin (k, x)9x.penguin (k, x))), paul))
⇤

b. �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (9x.penguin (j, x)9x.penguin (j, x)9x.penguin (j, x) ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1)^

paint (j, e, fe(�k.�1 v k ^E (k, x)E (k, x)E (k, x)), paul)))
⇤
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N.B.: it is possible that R does not contain an individual-directed acquaintance rel-
ation, but still relates e to a part of the actual world, w0

we can still have third (⇡ de qualitate) readings (R3)

Example of R3: consider a situation in which Paul is not approached by a single
curious penguin, but by a whole flock of penguins. In this case, (1) could be used to
describe a scenario in which Paul is painting one of the animals that were approaching
him on Munro Beach. (He does not care or remember which one.) For (1) to be true
in this scenario, Paul does not even need to recognize these animals as penguins.

Explaining missing de dicto-truth-conditions.

Central assumption: quantificational DPs are interpreted in a higher type than
referential DPs, viz. hhhs, hs, tii, hs, hs, tiii, hs, hs, tiii:
(Below, P and Q are variables over objects of type hhs, hs, tii, hs, hs, tiii)

(63) Jevery penguinK
= �P�i�j

⇥
i v j ^ (8Ghs,hs,tii)[G(i, j) = (9x.penguin(j, x)) ! P (G, i, j)]

⇤

(64) JpenguinK = �G
hs,hs,tii

�i�j [G(i, j) = (9x.penguin(j, x))]
(65) JeveryK = �Q�P�i�j

⇥
i v j ^ (8G)[Q(G, i, j) ! P (G, i, j)]

⇤

Given the type of extensional transitive verbs (e.g. (to) approach; i.e. hhs, hs, tii,
hs, hs, tiii), quantificational objects of attitude verbs resist an in situ interpretation
(cf. Charlow and Sharvit, 2014)

(66) J(to) approachK = �G
hs,hs,tii

�i�j [G(i, j) = (9x.approach(j, x))]

To interpret (3), we raise quantificational DPs to a position of sentential scope:

(67) [[dpevery penguin] [�1 [Paul is painting T1]]] (unique LF)

(3) has the sSTS interpretation in (68):

(68) J[dpevery penguin] [�1 [Paul is painting T1]]K�0

= �P�j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (8G)[G(i, j) = (9x.penguin(j, x)) ! P (G, �0, j)]

⇤
�
�G1�k�l

⇥
k v l ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1) ^ paint (l, e, fe(G1(�1)), paul))

⇤�

⌘ �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (8G)[G(i, j) = (9x.penguin(j, x)) !�

�0 v j ^ (9e9�1. R(e, �1) ^ paint (j, e, fe(G(�1)), paul))
�
]
⇤

⌘ �j
⇥
�0 v j ^ (8x.penguin (j, x)penguin (j, x)penguin (j, x) !

(9e9�1. R(e, �1) ^ paint (j, e, fe(�k.�1 v k ^ E (k, x)), paul)))
⇤

!! (68) interprets penguin at the penguin-containing extensions of �0, i.e.j

This requires that R contains an acquaintance relation to (each of) the penguin-
inhabitants of j
(68) only has de re truth-conditions!
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5. Conclusion

sSTS improves upon dual-type semantics for depiction reports by . . .

. . . explaining missing de dicto-readings of depiction reports with a strong quan-
tificational object DP (vs. MS)

. . . blocking unwarranted inferences to a common objective (vs. MS, PS)

. . . capturing the semantic interaction of DPs and CPs in depiction complements
(vs. MS, PS)
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